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book to do more than touch upon by implication here
and there.
Granted a more truly economical procedure in the
earlier stages of the teaching, it is worth while indicating
certain directions in which the high may make departures
from the middle stage procedure.
Continuous Oral Composition
Thus more time and attention will be given to continuous
-oral composition, and the topics selected for it will be less
closely associated with the lessons immediately preced-
ing in the intensive reader. But continuous speech
that is not based on text-book matter just preceding
-should not at first be expected of the pupil without
-special preparation of his exercise on each occasion.
This and a careful selection of attractive and useful
topics are conditions of progress. The following classes
•of topic may accordingly be suggested for guidance,
but with the proviso that the teacher should always be
alert to profit from any incident of the moment or parti-
-cular circumstance of his class or school that may have
for the pupils a special interest of its own—
 1.	Simple 7iarrati-ves of personally interesting events,
•e.g., an accident witnessed ; an actual railway journey ;
the most pleasant or unpleasant occurrence of the past
year ; a relative's marriage ; a festival; the building of
a house;   the  making  of  a garden;  an epidemic;   a
•quarrel; a football match; the mending of a desk ; the
purchase of a bicycle ; a recent storm, etc.
 2.	Descriptions of scenes familiar or accessible, e.g.,
the school garden, a picture, the river, the dhobi ghat,
the tennis lawn, the sweetmeat shop, the road to the
neighbouring village, a temple,  a  costume,   a pair of
boots, the room I work in, etc.
 3.	Explajiations of simple processes  or phenomena,
-e.g., the working of a well, the riding of a bicycle, the con-
struction of a door handle, the putting on of a pugaree,
the making of a shirt,  the game of hockey, from the
writing to the'posting of a letter, the .way to the railway
station* the milking of a cow, the Writing of a book1 or
-an essay, etc.

